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TOKUMARU Yosihiko
Professor KOMODA Haruko was born in Tokyo and later studied
musicology, with a focus on Italian baroque and Japanese narrative musics,
at the Tokyo University of Fine Arts and Music. Privately, she studied the
performing praxis of Western music and such Japanese musics as heike (a
narrative genre for the biwa, a four-stringed plucked lute) and gidayū-busi
(a narrative genre with the syamisen, a three-stringed plucked lute). She
spent several years around 1980 in Praha, Czech and Slovakia,. This
experience shaped her inclination to think about Japanese musics in a
global context. Since that time, she has kindly assisted both foreign and
Japanese scholars in carrying out musicological research. It was natural
that she made great efforts in establishing the gagaku teaching course at
Columbia University in the 21st century. Her belief that the musics of
Japan should be shared by people around the world led her to work
actively as a member of NOKK (the Association for International
Exchange in Japanese Music) and to successfully hold concerts of
Japanese musics in Asia, Australia, and Europe.
I feel that this open-minded attitude of Prof. KOMODA draws from
her father’s way of thinking. It is still remembered that her father,
Professor ŌKITA Saburō. as the Japanese representative to the 6th Summit
of developed nations (the Venice Summit), emphasised the necessity of
global collaboration, explaining “We are all aboard the same ship named
the Earth”, and led other representatives in working together to resolve
international conflicts over energy and environmental problems.
Prof. KOMODA's own research could be characterised as a
combination of analysis and synthesis. Based upon lucid and detailed
analysis of historical documents concerning heike, she succeeded in
extracting the principles of its construction. Using that data, she
reconstructed forgotten works. In my opinion, the aim of such synthesis

was to examine the validity of her analytical procedures. Her analytical
and synthetic methods are clearly illustrated in her book Heike no ongaku
(‘Heike Music’), published in 2003.
Observing the precarious situation of heike transmission, Prof.
KOMODA organised a research and performance team consisting of
promising musicians whose objective was to secure the music’s
transmission into the future. She has already provided to them
opportunities for learning heike and performing it in public concerts inside
and outside Japan.
Recently, Prof. KOMODA has established another team, assembling
specialists in music education and researchers of Japanese musics, with a
view towards linking these two fields. The team has already published
teaching materials (a video and explanatory book) to be used in primary
and secondary school class-rooms.
It is well-known that the late Professor KOIZUMI Fumio endeavoured
to place Japanese musics in the global context and to improve music
education in Japan. In the name of the Koizumi committee, I should like to
express my congratulations and gratitude to Prof. Dr. K OMODA Haruko,
who has been productively realising Fumio’s endeavours.
(Professor, Seitoku University, Visiting Professor, Kyoto City University
of Arts, Professor Emeritus, Ochanomizu University)

Biographical Notes
Born in Tokyo, KOMDA Haruko graduated from Tokyo University of Fine
Arts and Music and obtained a PhD in Musicology from Ochanomizu
University in 2002. After teaching at Ochanomizu University, she took up
her present position at Musashino Academia Musicae in 2002. She is the
foremost researcher of heike biwa and heike narrative. She also researches

the history of biwa music, and that of blind musicians in Japan. Her
publications include the monograph Heike no ongaku: Tōdō no dentō
(‘Music of heike: the Tōdō tradition’) (2003), which was awarded the
Yamazaki Prize. Her research output includes audiovisual documentation
of blind performance traditions:
 Six CD and one DVD set with accompanying book, Hyūga no biwa
mōsō, Nagata Hōjun (Ado Popolo, 2005)
 Six CD, one DVD and book of explanatory essays and texts with
English notes, Biwa hōshi no sekai: Heike monogatari (Ebisu, 2009)
Both were awarded the First Prize in the annual Arts Festival (Record
Division)
 Six CD and two DVD set, with book, Itako Nakamura Take (Ado
Popolo, 2013), awarded the 34th Pola Prize for Traditional Cultures
(regional culture)
She is a member of the Agency of Culture’s Cultural Council, and has
served as President of Gakugeki Gakkai Association, and president of the
Tōyō Ongaku Gakkai Association. She is the leader of Association to link
Japanese Music Education and Research (Nihon ongaku no kyōiku to
kenkyū o tsunagu kai), and the manager of the Association for
International Exchange in Japanese Music or NOKK (Nihon ongaku
kokusai kōryū kai). She instituted the Research Group for Heike Narrative
(Heike gatari kenkyūkai), and is a Special Researcher of Columbia
University Institute for Medieval Japanese Studies.
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